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Voicebrook DMNE Requirements
- Voicebrook will need to know the “Organizational Customer Token”

- A SITE in DMNE will need to be created for the users who will use PRO.

- Voicebrook needs access to the site as a DMNE administrator. Voicebrook will configure the 
SITE with the appropriate settings/polices to run PRO. Voicebrook will need access from the 
Voicebrook server.

- Voicebrook needs access to the DMNE test environment (same SITE should be setup).

*If number of users exceeds 250, then the speech node will need to be on its own server
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Installed Applications:
- PRO (Bootstrapper)
- DMNE full client
- Access to AP/LIS System (fat client OR Citrix)

Hardware
- Microphone
- Foot pedal

Application
- Local Admin rights are NOT required to run application
- A bootstrapper is installed on the workstation, and its purpose 
   is to launch the latest version of the PRO application configuration 
   from the server (PRO Service). Therefore, version upgrades to PRO 
   won’t require the software on the workstation to change.

Profiles
- Profiles are locally cached
- All speech recognition processing is performed locally
- The PRO application is communicating with PRO service

Redundancy
- If PRO is not able to communicate with server it will automatically 
  switch to local mode, which provides basic features and capabilities
- During the above event user profile updates are saved locally and are
  synchronized with the server during the next profile load/save event

Access to features
- Access to features are role based; both dictation and 
administrative features can be accessed from any 
workstation that has PRO installed. 

VoiceOver PRO Architecture (Client-Owned DMNE Environment)
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